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One of the questions that you are asked when doing your casting instructors exam is about loading 

a rod. I remember my mentor, Roy, telling me to answer “loading the rod is bending the rod” and 

not to say anything more unless the examiners asked. Back then I thought I was lucky because they 

didn’t ask for more information and we moved on. I know a lot more about loading a rod now and 

consider it to be the main reason why some people can cast and others struggle. Loading the rod is 

the essence of fly casting and should be understood by everyone. 
 

Had I been asked to elaborate on my answer about 

loading the rod I would have explained that the rod flexes 

when pulled against the weight of the fly line and then 

unflexes when the rod is stopped. This transfers energy to 

the fly line and the fly is cast. I probably would have got 

away with that answer even though there is much more to 

it than that. Nowadays, when I see beginners failing to 

grasp the concept of a cast or more experienced casters 

unable to straighten their leader or shoot line I know the 

problem lies in their inability to load the rod. 

 

Loading a rod sounds so simple yet it is a complex task. The first step in loading a rod is to have 

sufficient fly line out of the rod tip so that when the rod starts to move it meets with resistance and 

bends. For that to happen you have to remove the slack and start pulling the line with the rod tip.  

Pulling is the operative word. Pushing and punching won’t work effectively (you know who you 

are!) Once the line starts moving and the rod bends there must be an acceleration of the rod to 

maintain the bend. The rod tip must always be moving faster than the following line…. until the 

stop. The stop is essential to make the rod unload and transfer energy to the fly line. The secret to 

all this is smooth, constant acceleration of the rod. If you are prone to tailing loops this is usually 

where the problems start. 

 

Actually, you don’t  need to load a rod to make a cast. You can cast with a broomstick if you like. 

In fact you can cast the line with no rod at all. It’s worth having a go at casting the line just by 

pulling the line though your hands. Try it. It can be done. The fact that you never see someone 

casting without a rod tells you it is not very effective. A flexible rod and a line to load it is the way 

to make an efficient cast. 

 



Some rods load more easily than others. The aforementioned broomstick doesn’t load at all. A few 

rods I have owned over the years almost fall into that category. Some manufacturers produce very 

stiff rods to help the caster generate more line speed and cast further. When casting with these rods 

timing is critical. If you do not speed up and stop at the right time the rod is difficult to load. Most 

casters prefer a rod that loads more slowly and lets you feel it bending. 

 

Graphite rods load and unload easily and have become the weapon of choice for most modern 

casters. Graphite is light, strong and flexes in a controlled manner; all properties that are sought 

after my manufacturers and casters alike. There are, however, rod building materials that have been 

around for years that are still favoured because of the way they load and unload. The reason that 

fiberglass and bamboo is still used today is that these materials load well. The weight of the rod 

itself aids flexing and can reduce the time and effort needed to load a rod. 

 

 

We all know you can cast almost any line on almost any rod. Maybe it might not be an efficient 

cast but you can do it. If you have never tried casting a 5 weight rod with a 10 weight line or a 10 

weight rod with a 5 weight line you should do it. It will teacher you a lot about loading a rod and 

how you need to vary your casting arc to match the amount of bend that you put in the rod.  

 

Ideally, a rod loads best with the line weight it has been designed for. I am sure you are familiar 

with the AFTMA
1
 system of line and rod ratings. If you have a 6 weight rod and you cast the first 

30feet of a 6 weight line that rod should load effectively. If you are only casting 10 feet of line you 

will have much less weight in the line to bend that rod. And conversely, if you cast 60 feet of the 

line it will be adding considerably to the weight the rod is pulling and the rod will bend more. 

AFTMA ratings are not set in concrete and you should experiment with line weights to match your 

rod and casting situation. Sometimes a rod you thought was a dog can become your favourite just 

by matching it with the right line. Some people like to upline their rod thinking the extra weight 

will help load the rod. Don’t be afraid to downline the rod and work on your casting stroke to 

achieve the same result. Many distance casters downline their rods because they want to carry long 

lengths of line in the air. 

 

Fly rods bend  in different places. For short casts you only need to load the tip of the rod with a 

short casting stroke. As you carry more line and attempt to cast further you need to load the rod 

further towards the butt. Manufacturers make rods that are designed to bend in different ways. A tip 

action rod will obviously bend more in the tip and would be a good rod for short accurate casts. A 

full action rod will bend all the way through the blank and would be a good choice for throwing big 

flies a long way with wide open loops. No matter what the action of your rod you should know how 

to make it cast from the tip to the butt if you want to master fly casting. 

 



 
 

On my first trip to Christmas Island when my first cast went astray my guide scolded me with the 

words “load the rod”. It hurt missing my chance at a bonefish and it hurt being told something I 

should have known. I was tempted to protest my excuse that I was casting with the wind and had 

very little line out of the tip of the rod to make it load but it was hard to argue with him when the 

fly did not land near the fish. Loading and unloading the fly rod is the secret to making a cast work. 

If you want more distance, if you want to cast in the wind or if you want more accuracy you have to 

learn to load and unload the rod. The best way to learn this is to get out some different rods and 

lines and experiment. 

 

 
 
 
1
AFTMA stands for American Fly Tackle Manufacturer's Association which provides a standard 

scale of line weights. The manufacturers weigh the first 30 feet excluding the level tip and rate the 

line accordingly - the heavier the line, the greater the AFTMA number. 
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